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IN THE MEAN WITH RESPECT TO HARMONIC MEASURE

JOHN AKEROYD

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Abstract. For 1 < s < oo and crescents ' G, with harmonic measure co,

the author examines the collection of bounded point evaluations, bpe{Ps(a>)),

(resp. analytic bounded point evaluations, abpe(/>i(w)) ) for polynomials with

respect to the Ls(w) norm. If the polynomials are dense in the generalized

Hardy space HS(G), then bpe(Ps(co)) = abpe(/>J(w)) = G (Theorem 4). If

the polynomials are not dense in HS(G), then (with a mild restriction on dG)

bpe(Ps(a>)) = abpe(/"(«)) = intiG*) (Theorem 7).

If G is a crescent, œ = co(-,G,z0) denotes harmonic measure for G at

some z0 in G, and 1 < s < oo, then what is the collection of bounded [resp.

analytic bounded] point evaluations for polynomials with respect to the Ls(œ)

norm? Questions of this sort, phrased in terms of area measure rather than

harmonic measure, have been answered by James Brennan [2]. While some of

the techniques used in the area measure case have application to our problem,

for the most part, new approaches are required in the context of harmonic

measure.

1. Notation. If G is a bounded Dirichlet region (open) in the complex

plane and z0 G G, then let p(- ,G,z0) (or v(- ,G,z0) etc.) denote harmonic

measure for G at z0 .

2. Definition. A crescent is a region (open) in the complex plane bounded

by two Jordan curves which intersect in a single point (the multiple boundary

point) such that one of the curves is internal to the other.

For any crescent G, let QG denote the bounded component of the comple-

ment of G (the closure of G), ¿^G = 0(0*) and d0G = dGXd^G (where G*

denotes the poly normally convex hull of the closure of G). Notice that d0G is

the "inner boundary" of G with the multiple boundary point deleted.
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1 A cresent is a region (open) in the complex plane bounded by two Jordan curves which intersect

in a single point such that one of the curves is internal to the other.
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3. Definition. Suppose a is a compactly supported measure in the complex

plane, 1 < s < oo, Ps(o) is the closure of the polynomials in Ls(a), and

\\.\\as = {S\.\sdo}lls.

(ï)   X e bpe(Ps(a)) (A is a bounded point evaluation for Ps(a) ) if there

exists a constant C> 0 such that \p(X)\ < C\\p\\a    for all polynomials p .

(ii) X e abpe(/>i(a)) (X is an analytic bounded point evaluation for Ps(o) )

if there exist constants e > 0 and M > 0 such that |p(z)|<A/||p||(Ji for all

z in B(X;e) and all polynomials p.

Generally speaking, when G is a region in the complex plane and 1 <s<oo,

then HS(G) denotes the collection of all analytic functions / on G for which

\f\s has a harmonic majorant on  G.   For / in HS(G)  and  z0 in G, let

||/||,c z » = Uj(Zq) 's , where u, is the least harmonic majorant of \f\s on

G. It can be shown that II • ||f/~ ,, defines a norm on HS(G) and under this

norm, HS(G) is a Banach space. Moreover, different norming points yield

equivalent norms. If G is a crescent, then HS(G) is isometrically isomorphic

to Rs(G,œ) (the closure in Ls(a>) of the rational functions with poles off G;

œ = œ(-,G,z0)).

If G is a crescent, œ = u>(- ,G,zQ), and 1 < s < oo, then, depending on

G, we may have Ps(co) = HS(G) (density of the polynomials in HS(G) ) or

Ps(to) / HS(G) [1]. Our investigation of point evaluations is divided into these

two cases.

4. Theorem. Suppose G is a crescent, u> = u>(- ,G,z0), and 1 < s < oo. If

Ps(co) = HS(G), then bpe(Ps(œ)) = abpe(Ps(œ)) = G.

Proof (Sketch). That

G ç abpe(Ps(œ)) ç bpe(P5(oj)) c Gu0oG

follows from general theory. By the Riemann Mapping Theorem and [3, The-

orem 3.16], if X e 0OG and 0 < p < {■, then (z - X)~x e H"(G). Let

m be an integer bigger than 2s. From our hypothesis, it now follows that

(z - X)~i/m e Ps(co). The rest of the argument mimics the proof of [2, Theo-

rem 2] and shows that X <£ bpe(Ps(co)). Hence, {0QG} n bpe(Psiœ)) = 0, and

we are done.   D

The central part of this paper relates to the case Ps(oj) ^ HS(G). That is, if

G is a crescent, to = co(-, G, z0), 1 < 5 < oo, and Ps(oj) ^ HS(G), then what

is bpe(Ps(w)) [resp. abpe(Ps(a>)) ]? In particular, which points in 0QG are

also in bpe(Ps(a>)) [resp. abpe(Ps(oj))]? The answer, given in this paper, to

the last question, involves a mild restriction on 0QG. Before we explore these

questions, some preliminaries are needed.
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Suppose G is a crescent and X' and X" are distinct points in d0G. Let

SG[X' ,X"] — {y: y is a Jordan arc with endpoints X' and X" such that y ç

Gö{X' ,X"}} , TG[X',X"] = {T: F is a Jordan curve such that {X' ,X"} ç T C

QGU{X' ,X"} and if v s i/(-,inside(r) ,£0), then /log(dist(c; ,G))aV(£) >

-00}, and let (X' ,X")G denote the relatively open subarc of 0OG which has

endpoints X' and X".

For any crescent G and any pair of distinct points X' and X" in 0OG,

both SG[X', X"] and TG[X', X"] are nonempty collections. Justification for the

nontriviality of TG[X', X"] is provided in the appendix.

5. Definition. Suppose G is a crescent and X' e 0OG. Let &G(X') be

the collection of points X" in 0OG, X" ^ X', for which there exists y in

SG[X', X"], r in TG[X', X"], and a positive constant c such that if F - y u T,

V — inside(T), W = interior(/rA\rA), G, and G2 are the components of

G\y, v~vi-,V,Q, ß = ß(-, W, r¡0), and /> = />,(•, G, , z,) + p2(- ,G2, z2),

then

(i) p,_< cv,    _ and
U'nH' 'mu

(ii) fr\o$idp/dfi)dfi> -00.

One should observe that (in Definition 5) condition (i) can be satisfied in the

absence of condition (ii) and conversely. Therefore, QG(X') is limited only by

the extent to which conditions (i) and (ii) cannot be satisfied simultaneously.

It would be nice to geometrically characterize what it means for X' to be

in &G(X'), but this is no easy task. However, if one is willing to sacrifice

precision, conditions which easily imply that X" e ®G(X') are not hard to find.

For example, suppose s and (p are positive constants, X e C (the complex

plane), and let

A(X,e,4>) = ie'^z + X: 0 < |z| < e and either — (f + e) < arg(z) < (f + e)

or -(f + e) <arg(-z)< (f + e)} ,

B(X,e,4>) = {e"t'z + X: |z-e|<e},

C(X, e ,<f>) = {e   z + X: 0 < |z| < e and -s < arg(z) < e}.

If X' and X" are distinct points in dQG, then either of the following two con-

ditions imply that X" e &G(X') :

(a) there exist positive constants e!, s", 4>' and (¡>" such that {0OG} n

yi(A', e , <p') = 0 - {0OG} n A(X" , e" , </>"),

(b) there exist positive constants e , e", 4>\ , <f>'2, <f>" and (f>2 such that

B(X',e',(f>[) u B(X" ,e" ,(p"x) ç QG and C(X',e ,<¡>2) U C(X" ,e" ,<¡>¡) ç
G.

With a little more work, other variations of the "double-cone" condition given

in (a) are shown to imply that X" e QG(X'). Furthermore, it should be noted
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that, for any crescent G, the set of all X in 0QG for which there exist e and

<f) such that B(X, e, <j>) ç ÇlG is dense in 0QG.

Are there crescents G such that 0G(A') = 0 for all X' in 0OG? If so, then

such crescents should be considered unusual. To insist that QG(X') ^ 0, for

some X' in 0OG, is far less restrictive than requiring that 0OG be somewhere

smooth or rectifiable, as is evident from our sufficient condition (a).

6. Lemma. Suppose G is a crescent, co = co(-, G, z0), 1 < s < oo, and X'

and X" are distinct points in d0G. If {a„} is a sequence of polynomials such

that f\qn\sdœ < C < oo (for all n), y e SG[X' ,X"], p is as in Definition

5, and p. is a Borel measure such that 0 < p(y) < oo, p <c p (on y) and

¡y\og(dp/dp)dp> -oo, then / log\qn\dp < M< oo (forall n).

Proof. By the definition of co and p, the subharmonicity of \qnf and our

hypothesis, there exists R such that / \qn\ dp < R < oo (for all n ). Hence,

IM%)\-r/ My)    p{y)

Jensen's Inequality implies that

dfi   <4~,    (for all«).

log|aJ -hlogf *£ ) Y du < ß(y)(log(R) - \og(p(y))).Jy \T
Since / \og(dp/dp) dp > -oo, the result follows.   D

7. Theorem. Suppose G is a crescent, u> = co(- ,G,z0), and 1 < 5 < oo. If

Ps(œ) j= HS(G) and X' e d0G, then

(i) GufigC abpei/'V)) c bpe(Ps(œ)) c int(G^), and

(ii) for any X" in SJX'), (X, X")G c abpe(Ps(oj)) .

Proof. The proof of (i) is quite commonplace and therefore is omitted. Our

strategy for the proof of (ii) is to assume that there exists X in (X1 ,X")G such

that X £ abpe(Ps(co)) and show that this forces us to conclude that Ps(o)) =

HS(G).

If A G (X1 ,X")G and X £ abpe(Ps(u>)), then there exists a sequence of

polynomials {/>„} suchthat Wpjl^, = 1 (for all n ) and \\{z-X)pn\\WJ^>0,

as « —» oo . Therefore, since harmonic measure has no point masses, there exists

a sequence of points {zn} such that zn —> X and \pn(zn)\ —> oo, as n —* oo.

Now X" e QG(X'), and so there exist a Jordan curve T and a Jordan arc

y which satisfy the requirements of Definition 5. As before, let F = y LIT,

V = inside(r), W = interior(FA\rA), v = v(-, V ,£0), and p = p(-,W , rj0).

Since zn —» X e W, we may assume that {zn} c W .

Choose Jordan subarcs yx and y2 of rninterior(F ) such that y2 c y2 c

y, C yx (C Qc), where y¡ denotes y( with endpoints deleted (for i = 1,2).

Let E = VuWu{y2}, a = a(-,E ,X) and on = an(-,E ,zn). By Definition 5,
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and properties of harmonic measure and conformai maps, there exists a positive

constant k such that,

{¿a <on< ka   (for all n),

Since log|pJ is subharmonic, the definition of an implies that flog\pn\do~n

> log|/7n(zn)| -» oo, as n->oo. Moreover, from Definition 5, (7.1), and the

proof of Lemma 6, there exists a constant M such that f log \pn\ dan < M < oo

(for all n ). Therefore,

(7.2) J^og\pn\dan oo ,    as n —> oo.

Now choose g in Ls(to)* ( = Ll(co); i + y = 1 ) such that g _L />*(&>). For

£ in C\0G, let

«o-/i?
*)

dco(z).

If <* € Qr, then

.   f Pn(Z)g(Z)
Pnm(Z) = f"nKz~'_0f'dco(z).

Therefore, if £; G QG and />„(<!;) ^ 0, then

1      /" p (z)e(z)

We may assume that Pn(Ç) ̂  0 for all £ in T and «=1,2,3,....

Because F e Tr[X' ,X"] and by (7.1), there is a positive constant C such that

/     logl/
M*     I y

Pn(z)g(z)
doj(z) *.«?)

< ̂ dogdbJL^IIílL^-loBÍdirt«. G)))*,«)        (7 + 7=1)

< C< 00,

for all « . Consequently, from (7.2) and (7.3) it is evident that

(7.4)/    \og\è(t)\donii)<C- f    log\p„(4)\don(i)^-^,    as«-oc.

Notice that by our choice of T, log+ \g(Ç)\ e L (v). So, by (7.1), (7.4), and

the fact that an —► a  wk* (as « —► 00 ), we have

(7.5) /     log|¿(í)|rfff(í) = -oo.
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Since g is analytic in QG, yx is a compact subset of QG and log+ \g(£)J 6

L iv), we may combine (7.1), (7.5), and [4, Theorem 3.2 (Chapter 5)] to get

that

log|i(^)|<Jlpg|g(<j)|fli/(c;) = -oo.

Hence, ¿K£0) = 0- Since ¿;0 is arbitrary in V, we conclude that g,v = 0.

Therefore, by the analyticity of g in Í2G, g,a = 0. This, coupled with the

fact that g 1 Psico), means that g X HS(G)   (~ RS(G, co)).

In summary, with the assumption that there exists X in (X1 ,X")G such that

X <£ abpe(Ps(co)), we have shown that if g e Ls(co)* and g 1 Ps(co), then

g J. HS(G). So, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, Ps(co) = HS(G). The result

now follows.    G

Appendix

From the following proposition we shall conclude that TG[X', X"] (as defined

in this paper) is nonempty; but first some notation. For constants r and R,

0 < r < R, let Dr = {z: |z| < r}, D = D,, A(r,R) = {z: r < \z\ < /?}, and

Hr - {z: -r< Im(z) < r} .

Proposition. Suppose g is a continuous complex-valued function defined on D,

and a and ß are distinct points in 0D. Then there exists a Jordan curve T such

that {a,ß}crcDl){a,ß} and if v = ^(-,inside(r) ,c;0), then geLl(u).

Proof. Let us assume that q = -1 and ß — 1. The general case follows by

composing g with an appropriate Möbius transformation. For positive integers

n, let rn — 1 - 2~" and Mn = 1 + sup{|g(z)|: z g Df } . Choose a sequence

{tn} of positive numbers, \ > tx > t2 > ■ ■ ■ > tn —> 0 (as « —> oo ), such that if

S„ = UL.{I\n//,t} and Va=uni.,Sn,0) then

vn({dDjnHJ<(2"Mn+x)-\    for « = 1,2,3,....

Let s = \XLi Sn ' r = 05, and 1/ = »/(• ,5,0). By the Maximum Principle,

z,({05}nyi(rn,rn+,))<^({01S}\Drn)<I/n({0Drn}n//J<(2X+ir1-

Hence,

f\g\äv= / \s\dv + Y]J \g\du
J J{dS}nDr, n=x J{dS}nA(rn ,r„+l)

/ \g\dv + l
J<dS\nD,.

<
l{dS}r\Dri

< oo.    D

If G is a crescent, then c; h+ log(dist(¿;, G)) is continuous on QG. Let 4> be

a Riemann map from D onto QG. Given distinct points X and X in 0OG,

choose r as in the preceding proposition for a = <t>~~ iX1), ß = <f (A") and
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g(z) — log(dist((/>(z) ,G)). From the preceding proposition and properties of

harmonic measure and conformai maps, it is evident that (f)(T) e TG[X', X"].
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